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So – who am I 
and why am I 
talking about 
this?

An eating disorder psychiatrist

A child and adolescent psychiatrist

Led Welsh Govt ED Service Review

Grew up in family full of autistic people, 
both high and low functioning – two 
brothers, father, sister

Have a lovely son who is on the 
spectrum..  who has real issues around 
eating!



Objectives of 
this 
workshop:

To explain why eating difficulties are 
common in autism

To explore the features of eating 
difficulties in autism

To suggest a practical approach to eating 
difficulties in autism

To help participants to problemsolve 
around particular difficulties



So .. Introductions 
please!
Why you’re here
Why you’re interested in 
eating problems in 
autism



Associations between autism and eating 
disorders

Unusual 
eating 

patterns

Disordered 
eating

Eating 
disorders

VERY COMMON

QUITE COMMON

NOT SO COMMON but 
more than population

Neurodevelopmental Disorder population



Types of eating disorders

Anorexia 
Nervosa

Bulimia 
Nervosa

Binge Eating 
Disorder

ARFID





Twin study results

• Eating problems in the present study was defined by parent-reported 
weight stop/loss combined with fear of gaining weight in the child, and the 
main findings were as follows.

• (i)The prevalence of eating problems was low (under 1%) in these cohorts 
of 9- and 12-year olds.

• (ii) The prevalence of eating problems was significantly higher in children 
who also screened positive for ADHD and/or ASD, with the highest 
prevalence of eating problems, almost ten percent, reported for girls who 
screened positive for both ADHD and ASD.

• (iii) Social interaction problems were strongly associated with EAT-P in girls, 
and impulsivity and activity problems were strongly associated with eating 
problems in boys.



WHY associations between autism and ED?

• Common features in substrate – genetic associations between both and 
anxiety, also more rigid/perfectionist/meticulous cognitive style

• Anorexia nervosa and particularly ARFID probably have most overlap with 
ASD – due to obsessionality, rigidity, rules, rituals

• Genetic basis for AN is similar to that for OCD

• Bulimia nervosa and binge eating disorder probably have most overlap 
with ADHD – due to impulsivity and difficulty with managing drives

• Severe malnutrition gives rise to difficulties in thinking and mental rigidity 
that looks like autism anyway, so must assess carefully (chicken or egg?)

• Camouflage – autistic people may use food as a focus or obsession which 
then looks like an eating disorder or could become one 



I get it.. But 
what can I 
DO?



Divide into small groups 

What age is the person you’re thinking 
of (someone else, or yourself)?
What are the problems?

Find commonalities in eating problems



Things to 
consider..

Developmental phases with respect to eating

• Babyhood and toddlerhood (>10% have picky/selective/faddy 
eating)

• Childhood (20-40% have mild eating problems)

• Adolescence

• Adulthood

Range and variety and developmental phases

• Initially will only tolerate mild tastes and 'easy' textures

• Gradually broaden ability to eat stronger tastes and textures

• Gradually learn to eat – e.g. swallowing tablets

Personal ‘styles’ regarding food (even in adults)

• Adventurousness/risk taking versus preference for ‘safe’ familiar 
foods

• Tolerance of strong or unusual flavours

• Preference for novelty versus sameness

Features of ASD translated into eating and food..



ASD features 
relevant to 
eating

Sensory hypersensitivity 

• Implications for tolerance of strong smells, tastes and 
textures - hates smell of cheeses in deli or spices in spice 
stall

• ‘Gourmet’ – can taste small differences in food, needs to 
be certain brands, can taste if baked beans came from tin 
or plastic

Rigidity and inflexibility and rules

• Foods not touching each other – separate plates and 
bowls

• No mixing or ‘bits on top’

Insistence on sameness and uniformity 

• Difficulty coping with changes from routine

• Notices any differences in shape, colour etc – pasta 
shapes, meatball pinker than usual 



ASD features 
relevant to 
eating

Idiosyncratic rules and likes or dislikes

Sudden arbitrary changes in rules

Narrow repertoire of acceptable foods 

Particular challenges:

• When travelling or eating out or eating in other 
peoples’ homes

• Ensuring sufficient food or fluid intake

• Ensuring balanced healthy diet

• Ensuring every meal isn’t a battlefield and 
everyone has a happy relationship with food and 
eating!



My suggested approach
• Try to be relaxed – so long as children are growing and the 

body is healthy

• Think in broad food groups across the day(s) – it’s ok to only 
eat white rice in Chinese restaurant if you’re going to make it 
up at home

• Never be black and white – parents: don’t model to any 
child rigid or inflexible attitudes to food or eating, that’s 
exactly what we don’t want them to have! Adults: can you 
challenge yourself a bit?

• Think and model good healthy and relaxed eating habits 

• Don’t diet, or obsessively count calories or weigh food – that 
is coaching children to have an eating disorder

• Don’t have ‘BAD’ foods – they are ‘fun foods’ to eat more 
sparingly…



My suggested approach
• Understand that it may be harder for ASD 

people to be flexible and accept variation in 
food than others – it’s part of the 
neurodevelopmental profile and is an 
evolutionary phenotype (saves you from 
popping just any old thing in your mouth and 
getting poisoned!)

• Lower the Expressed Emotion – don’t let 
meals become a battlefield, which sets up 
poor relationships with food and eating

• The ‘gently lean’ responsive philosophy.. 
Slight ongoing nudge, wait for the ‘give’, then 
lean a little more.. 

• Learning flexibility a little at a time

• Be prepared for a dance – two steps forward, 
one step back, one to the side, two steps 
forward..



My suggested approach

• Utilise the ‘little professor’ pedantic aspect of ASD as a gift –
approach it scientifically! Explain and understand the nutritional 
science behind a balanced diet, why fibre and vitamins needed, 
why hydration is important etc

• Teach child to negotiate/ learn to challenge yourself – when can 
you challenge? What rules will he/she/you accept?

• Don’t over- or under-challenge – find the magic middle – small 
food challenges – so long as he/you tastes it, that’s a victory

• IGNORE OTHER PARENTS or OTHER PEOPLE  – who disapprove of 
strange habits / ‘unhealthy eating’

• No surprises – plan and discuss each meal in advance? 
Contingencies? Plan particularly for going out or trips or lunch 
boxes



My suggested approach
• Look for small amounts of ‘give’ and step in – the gap can 

then widen especially as flexibility grows

• Little challenges - ‘just try it’ – and allow child to refuse 
after tasting, praise the willingness to taste

• Ask child to help you plan lunch boxes and meals

• Be explicit about nutritional goals and get child to help you 
achieve them

• Parents: Be PATIENT and GENTLE but LEAN IN – being 
gentle and responsive doesn’t mean you just let child 
tyrannise you!

• Adults with ASD: Be PATIENT and GENTLE with yourself but 
LEAN IN too!

• Learning continues through lifespan – we can rewire brains



So how does that translate into 
your particular situation?
Can you help each other with some 
new strategies?

Discuss in your groups
Share with everyone



A couple of tools 
to help..







My suggested approach - summary
• Be prepared to be a ‘bad parent/weird eater’ – accept 

the limitations and don’t strive to be perfect (like 
forcing 5 portions of fruit and veg a day)

• Try to foster flexibility, variety and experimentation –
even tiny amounts of food/change are to be celebrated!

• Take a break from every food now and then to avoid 
developing allergies

• Roll with the limitations – adapt and adjust

• As long as you cover the food groups that’s ok

• Supplement with multivitamins and multiminerals and 
supplement drinks if not a sufficient or balanced diet

• Overall aim – to support and develop a healthy body 
and healthy relationship with food, and a more relaxed 
and flexible attitude to food and eating



Some scientific notions to employ..

Look at colour of urine – if it’s light yellow you’re hydrated, if it;s dark yellow, you’re not!

Every body needs intake of:

1. Main food groups: Protein, Carbohydrates, Fats (yes, fats! And especially essential fatty acids 
which body cannot produce and needs for our brains and nerves and cell membranes)

2. Micronutrients: Vitamins and minerals and trace elements

All these different types of nutrients are important for normal functioning of body: energy 
production, cell maintenance and repair, organ function

Variety is important to get all the vitamins and minerals and food groups you need

Don’t eat something every single day without a break – try having 4 days off now and then to 
avoid allergies

The brain can rewire itself if we persist in developing new habits



Portion sizes
Use with care, 
don’t allow 
obsessions or 
rigidity around 
portions to 
develop
But this method 
is better than 
weighing food 
or counting 
calories



Take home message:
Don’t despair! 

All people can develop and change.. 
It’s just sometimes harder and slower and less 

natural for people with autism to ‘eat normally’
We just need to give them and ourselves a bit 
more help and patience and more time than 

other people might need
If you’re autistic – YOU CAN CHANGE, but do also 

learn your own limitations and tradeoffs like 
everyone else. Be kind to yourself. Accept yourself 
and how you are, both strengths and limitations.

BREATHE… 

Thank you and good luck!



That’s it! Any questions?
Jacinta.tan@wales.nhs.uk
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